
 

    
  

 

 

Why attend? 
 
 
With much discussion about COP26 on the lead up to the conference, what will the outcomes of COP26 mean to businesses and what’s 
next for businesses? 
 
This webinar hosted by SLR Consulting considers the key outcomes, and how do businesses deal with climate resilience, net zero and 
the evolution of TCFD. 
 
 
Main Themes: 

1. COP26 Policy Mapping – summary of key COP26 outcomes and their relevance to policy development (Matthew Farrow – 
Director Environmental Industries Commission (EIC)) 

2. Climate Resilience and Net Zero (incl. Scope 3) - How do they relate? Managing risk & realising opportunity? (John Mark 
Zywko – Director Corporate Citizenship and James Meacher – Associate Director Corporate Citizenship) 

3. Evolution of TCFD – what does ‘good’ disclosure look like? What underpins it? (Peter Urich – Managing Director 
CLIMSystems) 

4. 10-15 mins for each main theme, followed by Q&A 
 

Agenda 
 
Monday 6th December 
11am – 12:30pm 

Who should attend 
 
CIA/CBA Members: Head of Environment/Sustainability; 
CFO, COO, CEO, CSO, Head of CSR. 
 
 

Presenters 
 
 
Matthew Farrow (Director, Environmental Industries Commission (EIC) 
Matthew was Head of Energy, Transport & Planning at the CBI, before going to the ESA with responsibility for all ESA's policy and 
lobbying work. Matthew joined EIC in 2013 and has overall responsibility for ensuring EIC’s effectiveness as the lead trade body for the 
UK environmental industries. Matthew leads EIC's policy and external work and oversees the policy team at EIC’s sister organisation the 
Association of Consultancy & Engineering.  Matthew says of his role “It is a great opportunity to really join up the sustainability and 
infrastructure agendas on crucial issues such as Net Zero, 'levelling up' and environmental net gain.” 
 
John-Mark Zwyko – Director Corporate Citizenship (part of SLR Consulting) 
John-Mark has worked as a sustainability consultant for the past 20 years, initially with Corporate Citizenship and then with PwC’s 
Sustainability & Climate Change team. At PwC he worked in Climate Resilience, Sustainability Strategy and Valuation. Following 10 years 
at PwC, he worked in Barclays Sustainability Team where he was responsible for coordinating the banks TCFD response and managed 
contribution to the UNEP FI TCFD Banking Sector Working Group.   
 
James Meacher: Associate Director Corporate Citizenship (part of SLR Consulting) 
James helps companies measure, report and improve their environmental impact. James has delivered and assured both footprints and 
carbon management plans for multiple clients, including FTSE 100 banks, international airlines, FMCG companies and waste & water 
management firms and has assisted multiple companies set SBTi validated carbon reduction targets.  
 
Dr Peter Urich (CLIMSystems) – Managing Director & Key Scientist at CLIM Systems.  
Dr Peter Urich is the Managing Director and a key scientist at CLIMsystems Ltd. He works at the cutting edge of climate science and its 
application in critical infrastructure projects around the world. With over twenty years’ experience he has developed a world class team 
of practitioners, many with PhDs and great depth of practical experience. With projects in over 50 countries and with TCFD experience 
with high-profile clients CLIMsystems focuses on high quality and transparent assessments of local and distinctive problems. We have 
helped clients to define and derisk a wide range of infrastructure projects through climate extreme event analysis of precipitation 
through DDF/IDF modelling with high resolution climate models, as well as risks posed by current and future drought, tornado, forest 
and grass fire, tropical cyclones, extreme still high-water levels, high and low temperatures and extreme winds, and permafrost, among 
other project specific variables. We apply the latest GCM, RCM monthly, daily and sub daily climate model data and scientific methods 
with superior quality control leading to world class, defensible deliverables. 
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